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Mike Mauro 


IShoot 51ack and White:) 5rnrn 

The photos on the wall will not stop moving. 
Chasing other mornings, other afternoons across synaptic gaps. 
I revel in the quality of film 
until I notice my shoes are untied. 
I am careless. 
The week was 7 days too short 
and I lived 3 of them, 
then I stopped calling. 
All that was left were fingerprints 
tracked across the cracked mirror • . . 
The tub no longer drains, 
thus I often stand in cold water. 
The piano is still out of tune 
and I still can't find middle C. 
The frames are still in pieces 
so I'm stuck using push-pins, 
relocating the photos constantly. 





Lindsay Winters 

And that Movement T award 

Dividing vision and sight is a line named foreplay. 
Touching down 
on the plane, it passed 
by that former portraiture
a ghost-window kept 
static and flared shadowless. 
In time, sight is always 
becoming. Shifting here, in words 
with enough quotes to make a map. 
To night, 
he is one redressing articles 
showing the core, 
deferred, 
to tenuous substance. 



Amber Nelson 

And a Sister 

Scorching hot and stagnant 
she peers out 
her big window, watching 
heat rise from 
their shackles, 
almost as painful 
as the crooked scars on 
their bare backs. 

She invites 
the- Girl her father bought 
into the house 
to play. 
Dragging 
her dress-up trunk 
across the floor, she says 
"You can wear anything." 
The Girl picks one out 
a ripe plum 
and gently rubs the lace 
between her fingers. 

As she helps 
with each button, she 
sees those same 
crooked scars 
becoming gradually obscured by 
the fine fabric. 
"Can I wear yours?" 
she asks her playmate. 

She puts on the calico dress 
and trembles 
as she envisions her father 
coming closer 
with that whip in his hand. 



Katie Menzies 


Melville Complex~ 

I E!m drowning in this word; indigo hands, saturated lungs. The word both nakeds 
me to the point of the trivial star, and carves me into the undying universe. It is in 
the word that men speak the language of God. It is also the word that men have 
spoken as they squeezed their hot ears through the muse. I am, we are. 

We may hear the word, but it can never exist, for I am not me, I am not every . 

.. 




Megan Breeman 

No Heart Attacks tor Grams 

"Have you found a man to support you yet?" 


her voice weary and brittle 

hollow eyes hopeful and waiting 


"No 'grandma. No boyfriend yet." 

Jess is quite satisfied with her answer. 


Shaking vocals- - "But honey, you are running out of time." 


Jess rolls her eyes. 

Grandma is still hopeful 

disappearing lips 

outer edges curving upward 


"No Grandma. I'd rather be able to support myself." 


Jess stands proud and triumphant 

Grandma's shoulders drop 

breathing heavy 

wrinkled fingers hang loose 

panic written on her face 

her eyes see through me 

her mind reeling 


shaking body 

shaking 


its cry: 

"And what about you?! You have a man to support you yet?" 

I smile. 

My voice lies. 

"Oh Grams. I have many men." 




Joseph Goosey 

All Artists 

Angela developed scabies this afternoon. 
She is calling it a series of photographs. 
You can visit her at the gallery, 
slap her in the face and talk together 
about Christmas and other fabrications. 

At first, I was indifferent while eating a scone 
and wanting to murder all artists 
who have come before me, sandwich 
in hand- I bawled. 

There is chocolate in my coffee 
and I feel I deserve for the hard work 
I've managed to steal. 

Angela bought a new creme today 
and is rubbing it all over her thighs. 
She's calling it "Kafka's The Hunger Artist" 
and you can see the debut 
under halogen 
lights. 



Michelle Salvail 

Girls Work 
girls sit obedient rowed skirts 
needles bobbled threads piercing 
tiny fingers stomached empty 
dolls left at home under cupboards hide them 

a lady looks taller in her social importance 
from her fabric cart chooses 

her favorite color from the palette 
a girl sews her purses privy 
and all she has are her threads 

girls in sweat drops sit together 
stop feeling useful rather used 
feel guilty looking at them happy 
pay for it make you 



Katie Menzies 


The Olive t)ranch is in m'y Mouth. 

Jackie 0 didn't think to mourn for the loss of her husband 
At the moment his frontal lobe blew off like cap to a bottle, 
No-
she reached back for the bloody piece that streaked the trunk of the car. 

Thirty some years later, I am watching it on video. 

She made sense tonight at 1:00 am: 
Africa can never get back their culture, unless they go back through 
(as if they were string) 
The colonizers, who have stolen their culture from them,' 
(we wish to be looped) 

we have stolen everything from them, 

I have the memory of being at the holocaust museum 
in middle of Israel 
despising the sad figures in black· and white posters 
the marching 
I hated those little brown shoes in the glass case 

thought they deserved it. 

forget that I am Jew. 

-/0



Those boys who were in the hot tub 

Asked if I would like someone to cum on my face-

I played along 

their aggression, their dangerous insecurity 


We are terrified of each other. 


My peace plant can renew itself during the night 

It stands tall in the morning on the sill, like it has only been sleeping. 

I must remember to water it once and a while. 


But I never do. 




Octavia Quintanilla 

bargaining 

with the wounded eye, with the ugly gaze that seeps out it, 

with indecent thoughts, with the sperm floating in water, 

with the lukewarm fucking, the boiled egg, the bucket of lard. 


You're fat. You're repulsive. You can't have children. 

Your ovaries are in ajar. Piss on my cut 

to stop the bleeding. 


with the crippled and sick, with the bony syringe, with the arthritis 

in the breast bone, with the black shoes empty of you, with the birds 

that bring their song and leave it on my lap. 


You were a good phone fuck. Now a chore. 

You were a hearse for my spirit. You were small town. 

Your jealousy: vulture with wooden leg. 


with the love letter that reached me too late, with the knife 

that lies by my side like a bitter lover, with the white skeleton 

of your good wishes, with the eye that can never look at itself 

in the eye, with the fleas, with the open grave, the corpse's hand, 


all screaming: just one more chance! Just one more chance! 




JOHN OLIVER HODGES 


TIFTON 


Camellia thinks the shit's got properties in it, minerals or vitamins or some 
shit. Says she puts it in deep freeze, sends it to Atlanta, that in Atlanta they use 

it for finding a cure for aids, but I know what Camellia does, what she really does, 
the crazy dyke. She uses it on her reefer plants. As for Magnolia, you'd think 
there'd be a switch in her body somewhere, something telling her, Listen woman, 
haven't you had enough? Ain't you tired of this? Yet? Each year it's the same 
shit. I should've known, should've seen the signs. Her hips are wide. 

We're running out of names. Our first was Hank, then it was George, then it 
was Ernest. We got a Patsy, a Tanya. The last one we had, his name is Lester. 
I figured we'd call this one Earl, but Magnolia's like her sister, missing the part of 
her brain to help a person make decisions in life. She wanted to name this one 
Garth. I said, Forget it. I ain't naming nothing of mine Garth. 

You can guess where that got me. Magnolia pointed out that none of them 
were mine. They were hers. What I was was the supplier. That's what she said. 
The supplier. 

,I should've known the minute I first laid eyes on that stupid green sign you 
see coming up 319 'from Florida. Tifton, it said, 23 miles. Thinking back on it, I 
recall there was something wrong about it, a thing to get inside me twisting around 
and making me restless. I didn't know what it was. A whole year went by before I 
figured it out. It was this Tifton-Jesus-do you know what Tifton spelled backwards 

is? 
was supplying the town with John Deere tractors is what. I shOUld've known, 

you know? A person should read all signs front to back, but there you go. I 
delivered the tractors and was headed home. I should've kept driving, but I stopped 
for a beer at the South Georgia Ballroom, what used to be a skate inn, but now 
is a popular hangout for bikers and beer drinkers of all make. They got a big skate 
up there with flashing lights. Looked real inviting. That's where I met Magnolia, born 
and bred in Tifton, Georgia. 

But Garth, he was born Halloween night. When Magnolia broke her water there 
were witches on the porch. The witches knocked. Hank went crazy. Magnolia made 
the sound, same sound she made the last time, and the time before that, a sick 
vomit with a plea for help. 



"It's rainIng babies!" Camellia shouted. Camellia shouted it the last time, and 
the time before that. My life is going round like a choo choo circus, all circles and 
crazy goo-goo stupidity. It put my mind on Green's. 

Green's is where I get my Jim. 

I went for the freeze because I knew what was knocking. Last year we turned 
out all the lights and they still knocked. Stupid brats. Camellia was shouting. I took 
a good pull and waded through the notfits in the rug. Then I thought, shit, I don't 

have any candy. I went back to the kitchen, got a box of macaroni and cheese. 
Hank was right behind me going, "Givem a mothball, daddy." I turned on the porch 
light and opened the door. "Trick or treat," they all said. They were blackies in 
black nylon robes and pointy hats. I looked to the street to see man there waiting. I 
shook the box of macaroni and said, "Okay kiddy kiddies, open up." 

"Come on, daddy, giv'em a mothball." 
"Mothball," came George from behind. 
The others started singing it, mothball, what they could of it. It was twisted, 

garbled, a chorus of all the would-be country singers in the world. 
One of the witches took on a look of suspicion. "What dat is?" she said. 
The others all became alarmed, started stepping back. 
"It's a treat," I said. "I bet you'd love a nice little treat to suck on." 
"Mothball, mothball!" 
The witches ran for the man. Good, I thought. I slammed the door. Maybe 

they'd get the message. Doubtful. 
The delivery, as expected, was clean. Magnolia drops the suckers like chocolate 

chips. She's got wide hips, I told you that. Her insides are greased up. There's 
some kind of natural motor oil in her that allows for easy sliding. 

I met Magnolia at the South Georgia Ballroom. The skates are still there 
from when it used to be a skate inn. YOU'll always see somebody or other skating 

around the pool tables making a fool of himself. Or herself. It's fun to watch them 
fall on their asses. Magnolia was one of the herselfs's, and I tell you, it was the 
funnest thing to watch Magnolia fall on her ass. Her ass just cushioned her fall and 
she'd get right up and do it again. That's when she used to party. She got out 

of it though. You can't be having kids and partying. It's hard on a woman. Also, 
Camellia, she's a goddamn health freak nut, always telling us what to eat. Some 
kind of superwoman. She owns up to being a lesbian. She's a world-class kayaker 
to boot. 

That night though, after having delivered those tractors? I'm telling you it 
was love. Magnolia's face got me, the fleshy silk of her arm skin and the puniness 
of her nose that was a smidgeon, a newly sewn button. Her eyes were diamonds 



under water, and her tits, good Lord, she had gallons of the stuff. It wasn't even 

that though that got me, not really, not all the way got me. What really got me 
was her lips. Huge. They were like some beet somebody had slammed with a 

cinderblock, the most unbelievably pretty flower, what might have grown in heaven 
and fallen to earth, just in time for somebody to slam it with a cinder block. Those 

were Magnolia's lips. I saw them from all the way across the ballroom, and when 
I skated up close it was like they wanted to grow and wrap me up in them, 
completely smother me, devour me. They were hard to resist. 

She was drunk. That's another thing. To have lips like that that were drunk at 
the same time as being so heavenly-that was enough to break any man's heart. Or 
else drive him to Green's. 

Camellia came out of the bedroom holding the cat litter pan. I'd heard a little 
crying a minute ago, and knew the routine. I was supposed to go in the bedroom 
and say aww, eww, look at little Garth. Welcome to the family, Garth. You've 
been begotten, son. You might not of thought it would happen, but here you are. 
Welcome to planet earth. 

I needed to keep check on Camellia though. I'd promised myself I would 
confront her on this. I followed her into the kitchen. She set the pan on the counter 
next to the turkey baster she had waiting. She had a Ziploc bag also waiting, and 
a mustard jar. I said, "Do you really think a cure for aids might be found?" 

"God willing," she said. 
"Yeah" I said. "But you can tell me. What do you really do with it? I won't 

tell Magnolia if that's what you're worried about." 
She was holding the placenta, lowering it into the Ziploc bag. Shit reminded 

me of a goddamn crane the way she did that. 
"People say you use it on your plants?" I told her. 
Camellia shook her head. 
"Come on," I said. "My lips are sewn with piano wires." 
"What I do in my owness is my own business, Donny, you get on." 
She was sucking up some of Garth's juice, squirting it into the goddamn 

mustard jar. 
"Damn if you ain't a weird one," I said. 
Camellia squirted the rest of the juice into the jar and, after screwing shut the 

lid, gave me the first honest look on her I'd seen. She said, "I never liked you." 
I took a pull of Jim, trying to think of what to say, how to respond. It wasn't 

news. I mean, I knew Camellia didn't like me. Her and all the goddamn rest of her 
family. At our wedding Camellia cried. I knew it wasn't for joy. I never cared for 
Camellia neither. I licked my lips, said, "Try and remember who the fuck's house 



you're in, bitch." 
"My sister's you dumb ass." 
I can take some shit from a woman, where it's called for, but this, no. I 

said. "I paid for this house with my own goddamn money, and guess what? I don't 
want you in it." 

"Soon as Magnolia tells me to leave,' I'm gone," she said. And then she 
said, "Grow up." 

She was holding the bag up to the light, inspecting it. I snatched it out of her 
hands. It belonged in my hands. I was the supplier. It was mine. 

"Give it!" Camellia shouted. 
"You get somebody else's!" 
"Give it!" 
"When the ground gives way and the air runs through with scorpions," I said. 
Now she tried looking pitiful, in pain, all that. I didn't feel sympathy for her 

at all. Even if I did, wasn't no turning back now. When a man decides, it's got to 
stick. 

"Give it to me," Camellia said, her voice growing dim with desperation. 
Hank came into the room and was going, "What is that thang?" 
"A piece of man," I said. 
Magnolia shrieked out Camellia's name, and I knew what kind of shriek it was. 

It was a shriek saying something's wrong, a shriek to set my mind on the front 
door, on Green's, but goddamnit, I'm not so hard-hearted that I could turn away 
now. Magnolia's my darling baby. I love her. What else could have kept me in 
this godforsaken Tifton? 

I followed Camellia to the bedroom where Magnolia had tears in her face, 
they were streaming from her eyes. I felt sick. She said, "There's something wrong, 
look." She was trembling, holding the baby so we could see. She pulled back 
Garth's wanger and beneath it was a girl-slot. 

"What the fuck is that?" I said. 
"Out!" Camellia screamed. 
"Daddy," Hank said, "Let me hold that thang. Let me hold it." 
"You want a spanking?" I said. 
Hank ran bawling from the room. 
Magnolia was scared, I saw that. Camellia was now holding the baby with her, 

studying the thing. 
"It's Camellia's fault," I said. "We should've gone to the hospital." 

"It'll grow to," Camellia said. 
"Grow to?" I said. 



Magnolia gave me a look and, Jesus Christ almighty, it was cutting. Her lips 
had gone thin on me, brother, and she said, "Don honey, go to the ballroom, 
baby. " 

"Let me take you to the hospital." 
"No Baby, go to the ballroom. Have a good time and try not to think about 

it. " 
Fuck it. I tried. I always do, try. I do what I can do, all I can to make 

Magnolia happy and she doesn't even care. It's how it always goes, Magnolia telling 
me to go to the ballroom. Shit breaks my heart, but what can I do? 

I waded through the notfits in the rug. I pushed into the dark where I got in 
my truck, threw the placenta onto the seat. When I flipped the lights I saw Camellia 
fly down the steps. Her hair was caught up behind her. The only thing missing was 
the broom between her legs. She was coming for me, her face wadded up into 
an angry ball, but tough luck, Bitch. I put her in reverse, spun mUd. The wheels 
grabbed solid on State Road Seven. Bye bye Baby, bye bye. 

At the ballroom I got a pitcher. Jimmy Sykes was there, a good man, Jimmy. 
His daddy owns the company, but Jimmy won't bother you if you do your work. I 
said, "Camellia tried running off with it again." 

"Damn," Jimmy said. "You just don't know when to quit, do you?" 
"Have you ever tried Camellia's moonbud ? " 
"That was the night I got took in for drunk driving. I hadn't had a drop. I'll 

swear it on the bible." 
"That bitch of hers says Camellia fertilizes her plants with it." 
"That's crazy, but not the craziest thing I've heard in my life." 
"Camellia denies it. Says she deep freezes it to send to Atlanta. You know, 

they got that facility there trying to figure out how to make it so people don't catch 

aids nomore?" 
"I heard about it, something about they got a hundred dudes working around 

the clock trying to get rats to do it the queer way." 
"I'm wondering if what she really does is eat it. It wouldn't surprise me. 

Maybe Camellia puts it in the blender and chops it up for one of them health freak 
shakes. Wouldn't surprise me. She might fry it in a pan. The shit's getting to me, 
Jimmy. I don't know what to do." 

"If you don't want it to happen again," Jimmy said, "I know one surefire way 
to stop it." 

"What's that?" 
"Keep your dick in your pants." 
"OK, Jimmy, thanks, that's real cheerful, buddy. Nice talking to you." We took 



a handshake and I went to the bar and said to Alva if it was all the same to her 
maybe us two should ride on. 

Alva's a Spears girl. There's five of those, each one a notfit. It's the town, 
I say. Wrongness abides in everybody. Alva's got a lump on her head the size of 
a golf ball. You can't see it when you're talking to her, but every guy she's b'een 
with knows it exists. It's on the back of her head, hidden under her hair. Makes 
you want to grab it and throw it out the window when you come across it, but 
don't think of it. Alva goes ow if you even touch it barely. It's funny. She'll fuck 
any guy who cares to do all that, but the ball, once you start touching it, trying 
to pull it off her head, she'll curse you and call you names, even bite you if you 
don't quit it. 

Alva, we call her Lava behind her back. 
I drove us to Miller's Landing and Lava said did I want to smoke one. The 

truck was parked at the shore and the moon was up above about full and splashing 
on the water. I said, "That ain't none of Camellia's is it?" 

"How'd you know this was Camellia's?" 
"Fire it up." 
Lava did. It's wonderful being with a woman, you know, at that moment when 

they fire one up. It's a shared business. Lava toked it and gave it over. 
J said, "I probly shouldn't be doing this." 
Lava giggled, blew. 
I toked. 
She toked. 
We toked till it was gone and Lava flipped the roach out the window. 
We were so stoned that we weren't even saying anything, but apparently Lava 

knew what she was supposed to be doing. She took up her shirt and put it on the 

dash. 
Before letting her in the truck, back at the ballroom, I had stuck the placenta 

in the glove compartment. I knew what it was I was supposed to do now, like 'take 
off Lava's bra, but you see, I had been doing what I was supposed to be doing 
for seven years running, all the time I'd been married to Magnolia. Look where that 
got me. I wanted out of my idiocy, so popped the glove compartment, got. the sa.ck, 
held it before Lava, and said, "This here's the shit, Baby." 

"What is it?" Lava said. 
I opened it, reached in, pulled it out and slapped it onto her stomach. 
"A hog part?" she said. "Is that the oinker?" 
"It's a piece of man," I said. 
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Lava screamed. Hot Lava knew it, what it was. Women have a thing that 
way. The sound of her scream filled me with delight. Hot Lava opened the door 
to get away from it all, but my truck is tall, buddy, I've got some big tires, and 
Lava lost her balance. Lava hit the ground, just collapsed, a woman all squashed
up looking. But there was nothing in any of this for me to care about. I threw her 

shirt out the window and started her up, spun tires, and the way I imagine it is that 
the mud went springing, all these little mud drops splattering all over her, over Alva 
Spears. 

Man was I stoned. It was that moonbud, and my mind started reversing on 
back to Magnolia. My heart was crushed up. I mean, Magnolia, damn, and my poor 
baby! I saw Mags in our bedroom, her swollen-up titties catching tears from her 
face. It was a sight that eight years ago I never could have imagined, not in a 
million years, would ever have been connected to a me, me, me, shit. 

I thought, Don, you are not only a son of a bitch, but a dumb son of a 
bitch! 

"Can you believe it?" I said to the placenta. "All I wanted was to deliver 
those tractors. I took them where they were supposed to be taken and was ready 
to go. Didn't I have a nice life set out before me? I did, but let me ask you, if 
had ignored that damned skate would I be happier now?" 

The placenta said nothing. 
"WOUld I? " 
The placenta was silent, wasn't much good for anything. I was looking down at 

it where it laid on the seat where only moments ago Alva's warm ass was planted. 
I said, "I'm the goddamn supplier you sonofabitch!" and laughed. What else to 
do? I figured the moonbud I'd smoked had something to do with it, me talking to 
a goddamn placenta. But goddamnit, enough was enough. Camellia stole our kids' 
juices five years running. She didn't water no goddamn plants with it. I bet she ate 
them, drank them for the extra strength needed to win her next kayak competition. 

I pulled into Greens, went in for a bottle. When I came out a dog was 
licking the blacktop. Its ribs poked out from under its fur, golden. I got in the truck, 
swigged hard on the Jim. I said, Donny, ain't nothing you're gonna do with it. I 
should've seen the signs, her hips. What mattered was that Tifton was not fit for 
anybody to live in. So why am I living here, I asked my damn self. I'm a fool. I 
picked the piece of man off the seat and tossed him out the window. Thing went 
splat on the blacktop and the dog went to it. 
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Daniel Conte 


chameleon 

Chameleon 
Obno'xious cackle at a cocktail party 
I'm you, but I'm not 
Infiltrate your group 
Corrupt from the inside 

Ragged clothing 
warming hands over the trash fire in the barrel 

I'm you, but I'm not 
The grime in my beard 
My Gillette 5000 series 

I take my chances 
I even look you in the eye 

I read your books 
And write you dissertations that pass for intellectual 

I'm you, but I'm not 
Deceiving shapeshifter 

Stand in formations 

Obey every rule 


Upstanding soldier of the finest virtue 

Face of rock 


I lean in for a kiss upon your smoky lips 
The taste of alcohol 
I'm in you, but I'm not 
You don't see me 
I take my chances 

may even look you in the eyes 

smile and you don't see me 
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I flip your hamburgers crying inside 

The meat is not me 


My pointed hat 

Your hungry mouth knows no patience 


Have a great night says my plastic smile 

I even look you in the eyes 


I'm helping, but I'm not 

Transmutating 


I put the toys under the tree 
The fire still burning bright 

My identity gone with my job 
Everything I worked for smoke 

The stack of bills lies heavy 
I don't know where to go, 

But I smile 
Across the border hiding 


Cardboard signs 

Fields to be plucked 

Sack lunch at noon 


Before the grape harvest resumes 

I'm here, but I'm not 


Living ghost 


Nursing home stench 
My teeth in a glass 
You people don't know 
You've all gone mad 
When's my lover coming back 
To take me to the dance 



Amber Nelson 

harpo 

Sometimes I want to shake the world without a word. 

I want to ring the bell. Push the button. He would 

Play the strings in the piano 

or the smiling teeth of the harp. 

Get in the lemonade and splash about. 


With his scissors 

cut the straight man's cigar in half. 


It would be nice to 

snip the feathers from their hats 

to ride in on a makeshift chariot 

and push them off their high horses. 


But if a pair of dirty, melancholy hands 

needs a cup of coffee, he has one 

it's in his pocket 

and he is glad to give it up. 




Joseph Goosey 

In 5 ack Alle!js 

Items are becoming and living 
where I never thought items could become and live. 
A free bagel sits around in New York City but I am trapped so 
a surrogate has been sent. 
At lunch, you said there would be no kids in our future. 

I agreed. 

By dinner, you had completed the collage. 

I fainted. 

The fact that you look in my direction sans vomit is wrapped in a golden box. 

Items are becoming and thriving in back alleys where I believed it 

impossible to breathe. 

I know about punctuation but possess little interest in sagging concepts. 

There was a review once, claiming that modern violence was borning and 

agreed with most everything but the part 

regarding bright 

colors. 
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Michelle Salvail 

5eaweed salad 

numbfuck talk psychically retarded flower in the attic spit her out data paranoia plays 
out write letters to lovers hides them 
writes in manuscript form in order to keep her work still 
socially acceptable emergence of author of commercial interest playhouse plays no 
real authorship 
questions of authenticity aquifer analysis 
the ocean holds every word ever written 
the poet eats the sea vegetables for sustenance 
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Katie Menzies 

Self-Reliance. 

1. I am too good at tallying the heartbreaks, 
Watch for the old ship, 

Each day is too new, and I can't remember the last 
I can only remember the heat, or the road 
Never from where they root. Or grow... 

I remembered once as dream 
and then it was gone. 
The bus that is my salvation, left two minutes early 

I can almost fathom 
but the pause of synapses kill. 

2. For now, I tell myself, as he did 
That nothing is good, nor bad 
If one is honest 

And finally I can be honest here: 

I must bare with the incessant hole 
(To my once intact faith) 
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Reilly Nolan 

Ventrilo9uism on Momma's 5irthda-y 

Wonder how the strokes of my pulse chime with the tilts of her elegy. 

Felt ever disliked and tiny. 

Ever felt like everything you say is just dust-mites 
twirling aimlessly in sunshine, 

that there are no words to express 
elusive feelings in any way precise, that 

the forms of light we share cascading 
behind our eyelids are to be ignored as 
haphazard, as tumbling jelly fish luminous 
under a glassy rooftop. 

I've made it hard for myself to dream. If only I could learn to 
forget more fluidly these seared indignities that other men slap laughingly 
across the faces and asses of the entirety of what matters to me. 

Such a nancy bastard he called me. Terrified that he's right. Today is the 
anniversary of the time he told me, when I told him to stop making my mother cry, 
that allright he would, though instead for kicks he'd be pushing my shit back where 
it came from. Must have been eleven. 

Galaxies align in a contented face and exhale all the extinguishing light.. .most 
of our fortresses then start to crumble. 

I have found those pieces of sea glass on the shore and set them on my 
windowsill. 

I can chase these dreams of candle embers and mended wings as long as I want 
to. 



Michelle Salvail 

51ack Fdine QUills 

Your life is an allegory in the waking on the day of the dead 
Your name mentioned in whispers vacant community seeps 
through the air among the tamales steamy photos of poets 
remembered by the Oceanside inhabitants occupies thoughts 
permeates in memory I sleep with the lust of years I see you 
consorting with a Venus looking glass 
anticipating presence as defined by absence 
why do they wish me think you dead? 
messages sent from space colonies about your mission 
transmitted from extra terrestrials emits harmful radar opens up 
crown chakras dirty water genetic codes aerodynamics 
subsumed by you etched in light 
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Daniel Conte 

Dick Cor~ is J.)eautiful 

Long lingering waffles taste of succulent syrup sliding down the throat through the 
stomach it goes off to work I go what a lovely way to start the day is fresh with 
the smell of the morning dew on Mrs. Bell's freshly cut grass and I whistle a 
twinkly tune to myself and the birds. 

Strolling down memory lane is always fanciful fun that makes me giddy as a 
schoolboy though most schoolboys I know were never all that giddy as they farted 
on each other's heads and fought for the ball ha ha this sidewalk has been trod 
by me for years and it never complains in the slightest movements can change the 
course of a day or the course of a life seems so sweet as I swing my briefcase 
back and forth to the sky looks so clear and blue today is a good day I can 
almost feel my bones. 

Round the bend almost made it to the office is my favorite place to work is what 
I do all day long but I do it with a smile you grumpy gusses riding in your lUXUry 
sedans with polished chrome rims it can't be all that bad. 
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Do do do wap I open the door and step inside as Sherry greets me with a "Good 
morning, Mr. Cory." I wave and smile with a twinkle in my eyes oscillate around the 
room seeking out all that is good and mine is the kingdom of capitalism has allowed 
me to become a self made man I love this place the key in the lock and turn the 
handle my affairs for just a moment Sherry I have some business to attend to alone 
in the office I've built for myself sitting in the leather chair behind the oak desk and 
I smirk. 

Drawer opens and retrieve the revolver I place on the desktop smiling I stare at it 
for a moment can seem like forever is a very long time to reevaluate this situation 
has gotten out of control as I lift the weapon to my temple and squeeze the 
hammer back I cough and my hand shakes as the phone rings in my ear and I let 
my hand drop the beads of sweat on my brow as I empty the bullets into the trash 
can open the window and throwaway the gun which clanks in the alleyway. 

I sit back down to my desk grabbing a pen and sticky notes and I ask myself, 
"What's for dinner?" 
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Ahimsa Timoteo Bodhr6n 

Amerikkka the 5eautiful 
for Barbara Smith, Marcus Kuiland-Nazario, & the brother/sisters ofDays ofPentecost 

o Beautiful for Gracious Skies 
For Amber Waves of Grain 

sometimes do not feel safe in Amerikkka 
sometimes do not feel safe in Amerikkka 

comin home from the movies i bump inta 
a friend he is mixed like me a queer colored boy 
a friend n i breathe easy easier am home 

comin home from the movies i bump inta a friend 
a queer colored boy mixed like me n i realize 
after having sat thru a movie 
a black n latino drag movie 

that he is home ta me 
that all my colored boyz n girlz rhome 

that often we r the only home we have 

sat thru this movie deep n painful 
sometimes funny but only 
sometimes 
it wuz serious 

serious as slavery 
serious as a gay black drag queen killing a straight whiteboy 
by steppin on him 
his/her heel going thru the whiteboy's forehead 
killing him 
instantly 

For Purple Mountains' Majesty 
Above the Fruited Plain 



the white people in the audience 
they 	 laughed at this 

laughed as my brother/sister killed this whiteboy 
he/she saying it wuz for four hundred years of oppression 
how the white people laughed at this 
they being the majority in the theatre 
este teatro en el centro de la misi6n 
they laughed all the way thru the movie 
times when i wuz clutchin myself 

twisting inside 
straight face outside 

no sign of humor 
motherfuckin white people 

laughed all the way thru the movie 

i know 
amos n andy 
chico n the man 
tonto n lone ranger 
all trained u real well 
but we r not cartoons 

we r not some cosby comedy 

u can turn off n on with a remote 


our pain is real 

four hundred plus years of oppression is real 


comin home on the bus from the movies 
i grab on ta my brother n hold him 

tell him what has happened 
he nods knowingly 
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i pull the cord get off the bus n 
pull out my keys 

put them between my fingers 
like blades 

like my momma taught me how 
like she knew i would 

gotta go home now but 

don't wanna cut up my 


three 

white 


roommates 


Amerikkka Amerikkka 

God Shed His Grace on Thee 


motherfuckers still can't get my name right 
showed my bi white roommate a poem today 
written just like the one i'm readin tonite 
n she said it sounded like a child 

sounded like a child's voice 
cuz it wuzn't written in 

"standard 
english" 
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jump off the damn bus n 
pull out my keys 

put them between my fingers 
like blades 

like my momma taught me how 
like she knew i would 

gotta go home now but 

don't wanna cut up my 


three 

white 


roommates 


just want them ta fuckin leave 
just want y'all ta leave 

just leave my people b 
we don't want no trouble 

we just wanna go home now 
just wanna go home now 
but sometimes u just ain't got no home 

in Amerikkka 
n that ain't no joke so 

don't u dare fuckin laugh 
don't u dare fuckin laugh 

And Crowned Thy Good 

With Brotherhood 

From Sea to Shining Sea 
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ZACWALSH 

ENDURING SOUND DOCTRINE 

New devils require new gods. 

- Louise Erdrich 

Walt was zeroed in on the reflection of his prick in the stainless steel. He had 
a lot to think about. 

'How long have they had these new auto-flushers in here I wonder. Been 

doing this same thing with this same cup going on fifteen days now. Seems like 
would'a noticed the funhouse possibilities sooner.' 

Walt began to slightly maneuver his member, causing the mirrored version to 
thicken impressively. 

'No, but that's not gonna do it for anyone. Too short. Can't have it all.' 

As he stood alone at the urinal in the bathroom of the Kaiser Substance 
Abuse Rehabilitation Center it became apparent to Walt he was not alone. Someone 
was just over his shoulder, peeping at his musings like a bored clown. 

"Sure am looking forward to the next session. How 'bout you, Walt?" 
"What's going on for the next one?" 
Mikey now stood next to Walt, both hands similarly occupied, one at the 

controls, the other grasping a test cup. 
"Ya right, like you don't know." Mikey looked at Walt with a cockeyed neck. 
"Mike, I don't have a goddamn clue what the sessions are about while I'm in 

the session. How the hell would I know what the next one is gonna be, and why 
the fuck would I be excited?" 

"Well, I happen to read the morning schedule, for one thing." 
Mikey was a third timer in the program. Last shot. Judge sick of it. Really this 

time. 
"And Jorge Riley is speaking this afternoon. Remember? The flyer they gave 

us? He's big time in the Recovery game. Wrote that book ~ Don't Give Up Giving 
Up. He's brilliant." 

Walt looked down into his cup. About an inch worth. He began thinking about 
the good old days two weeks ago when he, at really any moment of any day, 
could let out a thick clear stream. But now his shambly stomach was opposed to 
most liquids. His shaky hands struggled to manage the zipper. He thought to himself 
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before hazarding a response to Mikey, 'Sober two damn weeks. Think the body 
would show a little more appreciation.' 

"Mike, I hope he is everything you're hoping he will be. I really do." 
"You're gonna love him, Walt. He uses a bunch of smart shit. Not just the 

'program' bullshit you talk about." 

"I have to admit it, Mike. I am powerless against your sincerity. But I don't 
think Mr. Riley has what I need, man. Unless he's buying drinks after." 

With about four minutes left on break Walt decided to go downstairs and have 
a smoke. In Recovery Programs, tobacco and coffee become idols. Most recovering 
alcoholics spend far more money and time using these two drugs than they ever did 
on booze. But life is a series of trades, and it's worth noting it takes a hell of a 
lot of coffee and cigarettes to make a head do all varieties of the inane idiocy that 

5thlanded these weak souls into this building on and Broadway, five days a week, 
seven hours a day on court orders. 

Walt fired up his last Marlboro. One of the program directors was finishing up 
his. 

"Almost time for Riley, Walt. Smoke quick. We've talked about what it does 
to our self-worth when we are late, especially for someone as important as Jorge 

Riley. " 
"Right. Um, I'll smoke quick as always, Dean. But uh, this is the last one so 

unless you want to donate the rest of your pack to my afternoon I'm gonna have 
to go grab some more. I might miss the catchy grab-your-audience part. But don't 
worry, I'll be there for all the real meat." 

Dean looked at Walt with a familiar grin, that seasoned politician smile with its 

mix of saffron and spite. 
"Ok, Walt. Be on time. We've been over thiS." 
Walt looked up into the Bart train grey Oakland sky, the kind of sky in March 

that promises just enough rain to obscure the sun, but not enough rain to choke 
out the sewer smells of the business district. It reminded Walt of sobriety. He did 
not want to go back inside. Instead he walked over to the bike rack and began 

working on his combo lock. 
"Like four damn zippers to maneuver," he mumbled to himself as his fingers 

fumbled with the digits. "One beer and my hands would shape up, I know it. Like 
giving a sad dog a biscuit. Every time." 

A voice broke his attempt to remember the pneumonic device he used to 

remember the code. 
"That guy seemed like a big ass hole, eh?" 



Walt looked towards the voice to find an old man sitting Indian style against 
the building, surrounded by playing cards. 

"Ya, man. He is. One of the biggest." Walt let go of the lock, confused, not 
sure if this man had been there all along. 

"So, is he your sponsor or something?" 
"God no. He's just an ass. Why would you ask that?" 
"That there is an M joint, right? I see all these flookies going in and out all 

the time with their manuals and all that shit." 
Walt had forgotten about the pack of smokes he was trying to unlock his bike 

to get. He had spent so much time the last few weeks talking around everything it 
felt foreign to be asked a real question. It threw him off. 

"No, not M. This is where they send ya when M isn't working. M is like a 
chaser for these people. So you sit here a lot then?" 

"I sit a lot of places a lot, young man. And by the ways, aren't you too 
young to be coming out of there?" 

"Ya, they tell me that's a good thing, though. Means I got a chance, they 
say." Walt looked at the man out of marbled pupils as he recalled his entrance 
meeting with Dr. Wilkins. 

Walt, son. Your age makes you a great patient. We can help you. You're not 
too far gone yet. We're so glad to have you here with us. So much life ahead, so 
much sober living. Really can't wait to see what this program does to you - what it 
can do for you. 

"But you know what sir, I think they're all full of shit." 
The man looked at Walt so squared-up in the eye it made him look down. 
"Well, you know what I think. I think I'm way too damn young for you to be 

call'n me sir. How old you think I am, anyways? Go on, I asked you." 
Looking at this man sitting in front of him with his rucksack skin and that 

collection of beet colored veins protruding under his left eye -. veins looking just like 
a pencil sketch of the Amazon River itself - Walt had a hard time doing the math 
on how many whiskey years it takes to break all those capillaries, so instead he 
said, "How 'bout you tell me your name, I buy us a drink, and then I guess your 

age. " 
"What the hell you mean you buy us a drink? I'm set there," the man said 

as he pulled out a fresh bottle of Steel Reserve from his backpack. "I don't need 
your goddamn charity, kid" 

"Listen, I figure I'm gonna walk back in that place and I figure they're gonna 
charge me a twenty dollar co-pay to hear some pompous shit tell me how he's 
been clean for ten years and how I can do it too for just $24.9S and I figure all 
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I 

that's gonna do is make me thirsty. So I'm gonna buy a bottle instead." 
The man looked down at his solitaire hand while Walt talked. 
"So I'd like to share that bottle with you. Not out of any sense of goddamn 

charity. Out of the sense that I know if I buy a bottle I drink a bottle, and if 
drink a bottle I don't make it home. How 'bout you help me out?" 

"That's sounds good. Sounds like they didn't talk all the sense out of you 
then. " 

The two left the liquor store and headed down past the Chinese markets. Walt 

liked to see the hung chickens in the window, the pigs spinning and waiting. 
"Now that I bought the whiskey I say you can tell me your name." 
"Name's Bill Wagner." 

"Alright, Bill. I'm Walt. Where's a good spot to drink at 1:30 on a Tuesday 

afternoon? " 
"Few blocks down. Me and some of the old union hacks have a spot. Nice 

part about this town is you don't get hassled if you stick to the run-down corners." 
Walt and Bill walked slow as Walt pulled out the foil from the new pack of 

smokes. 
As he handed him a smoke and a lighter Walt asked, "How much time you 

spend sitting in front of Kaiser?" 
"I can't say I keep track. But I only saw you there today. You new?" 

"Just starting my third week. Or ending I guess. Not gonna go back tomorrow 

just to fail the piss test and be kicked out." 
"What happens then? You got court shit and all that to deal with?" 
"Nope." Walt took the lighter from Bill. "I just went, you know. Thought I'd 

try it out. See the light and all that." 
"You almost had me sure you weren't a dumb fuck, kid. Then you pull that. 

Try what out? Took you this long to see rehab was a scam?" 
"We getting close yet? Let's crack that sonnuva bitch." 
Bill set his backpack down and took his cross-legged seat in a sunken in 

doorway. Walt followed suit as he set two Styrofoam coffee cups on the ground. 

Bill filled each halfway with whiskey. Walt held his cup to Bill who lightly grazed 

the tip of the outstretched cup before downing his portion. 
"Ahhhg. Haven't had Jameson for years, kid. Good choice. Cost more than 

twenty, though." 
"Yup." Walt said as he finished off his cup with two gulps. "So now I want 

to guess. I say you're about in your late 50's." 

"How old are you, Walt?" 



"Twenty-three. " 
"I got twenty-five on you." Bill said with a smirk as he poured new drinks. 
"Damn, 48. Year older than my dad. Sorry lover-shot ya." 
"Well, I under-shot your child ass. Thought you more like 30." 
"Forgiven," Walt said as he put the cup up to his mouth, his marble eyes 

being smoothed by the comfort this talk gave him. "You ever try out rehab? You'd 
probably be fun to have in a session. All those babblers, I can see you just -" 

"Fishermen don't go to rehab. Our work keeps us. You work that hard, you 
ain't got time for circle stories." 

"You're a fisherman? Then I'm an asshole. I just assumed you were a bum." 
Bill took the cup from his mouth to say, "I'm both. I was a fisherman and 

once you're that, you're always that. I'm a bum now, and I was probably a bum 
while I was a fisherman too. What difference does that make?" 

"No, no. I just mean I didn't even .think about a job or anything, which is 
wrong. Shit, Bill - what kind of fisherman? What did you go for - like commercial 
work or private boat or what?" 

Bill stared down into his cup before taking a muted sip. He then shoved his 
hand into his bag and took out the deck of cards. 

"You see, Walt. On a boat you spend a lot of time alone, no matter how 
many guys are on with you. And with our boat, you see, it was just my dad and 
my two brothers and God knows all we were there to do was fish. Not chatter. We 
played cards when it got too quiet." 

Bill dealt out a single hand of solitaire. 
"You not gonna deal me in?" Walt asked. 
"When you're a sweat hog like us out there past Alcatraz you don't talk 

much. Just pull lines in and swing lines out. Don't matter if you got some ideas." 
"I don't know what a sweat hog is, Bill. I don't know shit about fishing at 

all. " 
"What do you know? What your pops do?" Bill asked as he placed the Ace 

of Hearts far left. 
"Well, what I know and what my pops does are very different questions." Walt 

waited for a reply as Bill splayed out three new drawing cards. 
"See, my dad was one of those 60's Frisco hipsters, or thought he was. But 

he never made it. So he found Jesus. He's the minister type now and I don't know 
much about that, proud to say." 

Again Walt waited, watching the cards that he thought Bill should play, glancing 
at the level left in the bottle. Bill was able to play all three. He looked up at Walt 
before dealing the next trio as a man stopped in front of their doorway. 
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"I say you boys should give me a hit off that bottle there," the man said as 
he reached down at it. 

Walt breathed in the heaviness of weed coming off the man's hands. "Seems 
like you already got your head straight for now, man. Just let us play our game in 
peace. " 

"What's your honky ass know about 'head on straight? '" 
At that Walt leapt up, his nose coming level with the grey bristles atop the 

black man's head. 

"What's your worthless nigger ass know about leaving us alone? Get the fuck 
outta here and let my friend and I be." 

"You don't know who you're fuckin' with boy," the man said as he spit on 
the deck and walked off. 

Walt sat back down and grabbed his cup, taking deep breaths. Bill put his 
cards down. 

"You racist, Walt?" 
"Not on purpose. That was some bullshit, huh? Like we owed him or 

something. " 
"What people don't realize about being homeless is you still got a 

neighborhood," Bill said as he plucked a cig out of the pack. "And you still got 
shitty neighbors." 

"You know that guy?" 
"You know your neighbors, Walt? I don't know his ass, but I see him. 

Should'a just gave him a drink." 
"Fuck that. People can ask a certain way." 
"These aren't your people. Don't have your idea of manners. He knows I 

didn't buy no Jameson, he knows you don't belong here. In his mind, this bottle is 

as good as his as it is mine." 
"Well, maybe so. And I'll leave you some to share. But I'm not letting no 

high ass old fool tell me when he gets what he wants. Not from me." 
"You don't hold on to them ideals long on the street. You don't want to find 

that out," Bill said as he gathered up the half played game. 
"Alright then. What are the ideals? I know I don't belong on the street. 

Neither do you. So what is it? What should I know? I'm here to learn." 
"You're here cuz you're a coward. Get tough on some old nigger. But some 

old man some drink so you can feel good about it." 
"Deal me a hand." 
Bill shuffled the cards and dealt out a hand of Rummy. 
"Bill, I haven't had a drink in going on fifteen days. Longest I've been in five 



years, easy. I'm feeling new drunk. Fresh wineskin drunk." 
"Then let's bet this game. First to 100. I'll bet the beer I have left in my 

bag. " 

"You right man. I was too quick with that guy. If he comes back I'll make it 
up." Will looked down at the cards splayed before him. Two Kings and two Aces. 
The pick card was the Ace of Spades. 

Bill looked down at a mutt of a hand while Walt picked up the Ace to make 
a set. Bill discarded !lis King. 

"You can't make it up, kid. He'll forget he ever saw you. Be back tomorrow 
night. I'll give him a beer in your honor. How's that?" 

"That King is great," Walt said as he picked it up and laid his three down. "I 
just don't know this world. You know, I think it should be decent all around. Ask. 
Be proper. But no matter streets or towns or Kaiser or church they all just fuck 
you. " 

Bill grabbed a new card and handed Walt the cig that was tucked behind his 
ear. "You smoke this and listen. There's no room for young folk like you to talk 
about how everything is anything. Let it be. My pops died. So what? But I thought 
it was some shit to cry about. You got a pops. You got a home. You just gotta 
learn about what you got, but the shit of it is, you won't know it till you don't." 

Walt set down his hand so that the cards faced up. Rain began to fall. Bill 
quickly gathered up the cards and stuffed them into his bag as if they were weak 
parchment. 

"You young when your dad died?" 
"Twenty. On the boat. Old man's heart was a pussy. He always told us that. 

Then I watched it." 
"My dad just had one. But he was back at the pulpit in three days." 
"Well, sounds like both of 'em had a mission. Both fool crazy_ Your dad think 

Jesus will watch out for him or he just hate being alive or what?" 
"Jesus. " 
"My pops died covered up in old tarps smelling like brine saying Hail Mary's. 

Take that for what its worth." Bill took up the bottle and poured the last of the 
whisky out in two equal splashes. "I don't know what brings things about. I'm long 
done trying to figure that kid. But I do know this. Those men in that building you 
come walking out of, those men there, they just as sick sober as they were drunk. 
And your old man, he just as sick with God as you are with whatever brought you 
here. You just let all that go." Bill lifted a wobbly hand up to Walt, his left eye 
river pulsing. "You just don't trust a goddamn thing, you here me?" 



Walt held his cup against Bill's as support. "Here's to that much," he said as 
the two men finished it off. 

They both lit a cigarette with nothing left to say. Walt said, "If I promise not 

to trust a goddamn thing will you let me come back around some time and kick 
your ass in Rummy?" 

"You gonna skip out on Mr. Asshole again?" 

"Yup. How bout next week? 

"Ok, but a bets a bet. And you beat me." Bill handed him the half-drunk 

bottle of Steel Reserve out of his bag. 
"I'll let you win it back next week," Walt smiled as he got on his bike, one 

hand on the bottle, the other beginning to direct him towards the Posey Tube. 
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Katie Pinkston 

direction 

There is a frame full of mettle on the wall 
A frame full of vibrant silky-ribbed ribbon 
and cold weight. 
This is the part of you 
that I only heard about, 
caught glimpses of, 
I never had the privilege to meet 

There is a picture of us 
in another frame, 
on a different wall 
When your eyes sparkled 
and I was the one without hair, 
just bunny ears then. 
I remember this moment 
only from the picture 
and story. 

Your room smells minty, 
Theragesic lingers- fills 
the whole house. 
I drive your car now, and feel 
you in the passenger seat. 
I see your hat in the mirror, 
like your skin still needs protecting. 

There is a frame full of heart, not on the wall 
In my chest 
I feel it steering still 
Sometimes it crowds, breaking me 
open. 
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Gordon Moran 

alice 

To concoct: take 
The collective heartbreak 
Of mankind, stir in 
Immense mountains of drugs, 
Crisp suits, even crisper 
Instruments 
Hours of relentless study. 

The inane scribblings of 
Genius, the collected and 
Composed litany of the deranged 
Several million cigarettes 
Countless gallons of black 
Coffee, endless love, 
Graceful failure, wild, sweet 
Yearning, inconclusive rapture. 

The result: Something you may not want 
To hear; a car crashing swan dive 
Of God into a tangle of piano wire, 
A cadre of elephants squeezing their way 
Into the neck of a trumpet. 
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Lindsay Winters 

An Apparition in a Well-Lit Room 

There is a problem finding a parcel 
that makes simile 
just. And 
different. It is quite nice 
To think that 
we is 
but we is 
more like. 
What is 
best is to think 
as one of these units, which are 
people, and move accordingly. 
Stilled by a favorite 
part of speech, their shine treats 
body-double. 
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Reilly Nolan 

November 1:?th, 1957 or 1959 jf .:lou like 

Backwards. 

Sidewalks move backwards 

'gainst a man's arms hanging static. 

Color-bled leaves in piles by and by 

shaped sometimes like corpses content 

othertimes like sod houses from the Oklahomas. 


Says' a wonderment aloft: 

If the drive of all 

our flailing years 

on the hide of this 

Earth is to make, 

to build, to glory in lust, 

to fail then, is to listen to, 

to daze in, the embrace 

of the hills, of the nightskies 

and the stars they knit. 


'Cross fields and fields, 

their traversing seeps into our 

dream's backdrop, 

as rainfall's flattening molds the cracks of our skin. 


*** 
I seen it. Inside the raindrops. You? 

Skip-stones kissed ripples through the Sierra Nevadas once 

in a mile a leafless elm asks this or something like it, 


If blood on sand is to the heavenly satellites 

a mirror, then where must infants birth 

so as to look alien to one another? 
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Most children breathe faster and walk forward to answer. 

On the 17th of January I devote my time to building 
the words of her diary out of sand and old bones. 

Across the lot in another year she rips my words, 
crumples the letters into little malt-balls, 

devours them every minute on the minute. 
A junkie for, obsessed with, ink-poisoning. 

*** 
We been eatin' years like pop-tarts 
every morning. She had only, vaguely, 
imagined the inside curves of a church, 
you ever been inside one? 

Stood slouched on a hjll 
in an oil painting, next to an infant 
already barren well. Couldn't stand 
nary a sight of white cathedral 

arches. That painting would later curl to ash, 
little while after auntie fell asleep with a 
Pall Mall. Didn't much enjoy walking 
on the same side of the street as one, so she just jaywalked 

across to avoid it. You ever seen that dull 
kind of sunlight, all tinted by smog? Pristine 
white churches turn to look 
like coffee-stained teeth. 

Sometimes I couldn't do more'n 
stay silent, lady cries and I'm too 
uncomfortable to soothe her. Don't 
really know the how to. 

*** 
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I kindly dislike any 
woman who won't wipe the dribble from this chin, I seen her cheeks 
wrinkle disgustedly at changing my diapers. 

I kindly try to forget 
stealing cameras from empty, unlocked houses, keep myself seeming 
like the cutie. 

In the after crash, Jessie looks in 
the mirror, makes a promise to herself that it'd be the last time. 
Our locks, brittle and· longer, her 

breasts tangled in them, but memory is a picture of an instant, feels 
like that cassette's stuck. 
Rivers may suck dry, but his locks still 

grow longer he looks upward through his reflection saw her, 
Jessie ephemeral near a cluster of stars. 

Oftentimes you think of the 
plunge of shorebreak, how salt-waters clean most cuts and gashes. 
Of which way is real and its 

opposite trance, how in between can be sunk in 
opiates for days to 
glow lucid-like and then change turns again immutable. 



Seth Landman 

Interior Losses 

Gentlemen, I was the city. 
My sickness was desire. 
It was serious, it was public, 
and therefore, I submit to your law. 
I cannot raise an abundant source. 
There is a steady calm some other place. 
I trust nothing, given such proofs. 
Even more so now, as I have been 
this extraordinary city so 1011g. 
Look out at the sea 
should you want to run the line 
of lirnits. As always, 
gentlemen, my heart is two rivers, authentic 
and laid out on the land before you. 
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Michelle Saivaii 

Dirt~ White Trash broad 

slashed tires and road trips to the edge in your camper 
eat salami nitrates stomached cancer hate vegetarian girls while 
eating hot peppers parasites not pretty. 
breasts sagging swaying with caveman stomps feathers sticking 
out of your head 
Jane Austin would never think you capable of acting like a lady 
perhaps you are a homesteader camped out on your own 
property hiding building a fire for warmth kidnapping other 
people's children sucking up their light wanting their poetics 
control the open mic weed out the beauties send them away 
sleep on beaches outcast scribbling in notebooks no matter 
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Katie Menzies 

sonar 

let me heave this foot from the trunk of my throat. 

and you wonder why I'm shortbreathed? 
Swollen toed? 

I can be a lot better. Once 

We know each other. When we can breathe 

Words that lay fleshy 

pillowside to sleepy sighs honey sobs. 


You know over the phone, I imagine you 

Turning tenderly over in my bed; white light sheets 

Sonance, the same as October leaves during wind 


My words are oafy-{)kay. But 
Cumbersome comes with being new & 
those who are new, like us, 
are temporarily blind 

or, are you 

still considered blind before 

language? 


So I'm cornering you in the hedges 
armed with assumptions, blind 

accusations. 
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I can hear the crude conjectures echoing, 

Slapping their bodies 

against cement maze walls 


I'm making you small enough 

like history books do. 


I am also making sense of our world 

With borrowed sonar from the dolphin 


The ricochet can help name us. 

So we can make it out 


I want to know you. But I cannot see. 

So I'm pushing you around 

I'm trying to get us there. 


I'm pushing you around 

Because I'm disquieted. 

But I'm waiting. I'm waiting ablaze 


for you to get here. eyelash to nose. 

I promise not to ask you something too knotted 
If I can rest a hand over your hip in the morning. 

Do you trust this? 



JANE THOMPSON 


DANCING WITH SCISSORS 

Floyd Bean did not have a childhood conducive to a happy adulthood. His 
childhood was not unhappy nor happy nor angry nor spiteful. It just happened while 
Floyd happened around it. 

1 

Floyd's parents were not the loving kind he would watch on T.V.; the kind 
that hugged each other and taught important moral lessons when the synthetic pink 
music came on. He was born to an angry lexicologist father and a spiteful mother. 
His parents were more concerned with ogling ultramodern art than hovering about 
waiting to hone Floyd's morals. Floyd had an unsteady relationship with his youth. 

At birth Floyd weighed 17 pounds and he got the feeling that his mother 
never truly forgave him for it. Throughout life's special meals that call for large 
naked birds to be served, she would glare and hiss across the dinner table. She 
did not nurture him as a child and refused to eat eggs. Floyd, in turn, desperately 
wanted a pet bird to love. 

His father was sure that by the year 2000 there would be no C, X, or Q 

in the everyday alphabet, and the world would learn to compensate appropriately. 
Floyd was forbidden to use them in school papers so he would be on the cutting 
edge of alphabetics. Floyd did not do well in school and is still apprehensive about 
C, X, and Q. His father is currently reconfiguring his hypothesis. 

If Floyd misbehaved his father threatened to pack up his eyes with sand. 
Floyd was not sure what this would entail but was fairly certain it would be 
unpleasant. 

This unpleasant curiosity gave Floyd trouble sleeping. His mother, in a rare 
moment of tolerance, advised him that if he has trouble sleeping he should think 
about rain. This made him have to pee. Thus, Floyd spent a great deal of his 
childhood in a paranoid state of fear induced insomnia and narrowly avoided wetting 
his bed for most of his early years. He might have preferred the threat of a spank 
and a lullaby. 

Collectively, his parents buried dead kitchen appliances in the backyard. 
Much to Floyd's embarrassment he would come home from school to find a fresh 
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turn of dirt over a massive backyard blister, and a new fridge in the kitchen. 
There were never flowers in the yard, and Floyd avoided playing outside for fear 
he would fall through the earth and into the rusty mouth of an ancient oven. 

Floyd has been courting depression ever since. 

Floyd was once happy and in love with a brown haired girl named 
Monday. Floyd and Monday fell in love over a misunderstanding and she left him 
over an accident. She was a real dynamo. 

Monday's father was a French grammarian and her mother was 
superstitious. Her father died when she was young and he was not. He was 
buried in new black clothes and weeds grew on his grave. Monday blamed herself 
for that because she wore new shoes to his funeral when her mother had advised 
against it. Bad luck, she had warned. 

His last words after being struck somewhat unexpectantly by a bird passing 
through the house were, "I am about to- or I am going to- die: either expression 
is correct." This is when Monday began to equate grammatically correct sentences 
with death. 

After the bird incident, Monday's mother met an Italian chef named 
Boiardi and moved to Florida. They now share a small, but locally respected, dog 
grooming business. Monday moved far from their house and set up life by herself 
that would never involve black clothes and proper grammar. 

"bad luck" she would say with uncapitalized spite. 

Floyd met Monday next to a stack of books they were both reading and 
both debasil1g; Floyd reading about construction paper collages, Monday about exotic 
birds. She saw him changing the passages so they would not contain C, X, or 
Q. She mistook this for a fear of good grammar and was quickly enamored. He 
saw her rubbing out periods and capitals and mistook that for a fear of fathers. 
He was quickly enamored. 

They were kicked out of the depository together and spent the day 
exchanging asides and anecdotes and pacing the road that met the road that led 
to Floyd's house. She told him stories of an undernourished poet with no belly 
button, but instead a red ruched scar in its place, splitting his abdomen in two. 

"he dug his canines into my flesh and left painful purple markers of his 

promiscuity" 
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She assured him this was no metaphor, 

"i said goodbye to him on a bridge and hope to never see him again" 

He told her stories of dancing with scissors and the risky splendor it 
provokes. 

"When you're blinded by the light bounsing off the turns, you don't see the 
devils you're inviting," 

He warned her that this might be a metaphor. 

"but the kolours are fantastik." 

"floyd bean, i think i will love you until die" 

And she did. 

Floyd and Monday fell into a lovely love. A love that could have upset a 
great many of skeptics. They quite liked each other and committed grammar hate 
crimes together. 

Monday would write, 'six big devils from japan quickly forgot how to waltz' 
on fast food napkins and slip it between the pages of Floyd's dictionary. A gift 
from his father. She left it there to remind him of the necessity and beauty of 
all the letters. An arduous, but well-meaning, undertaking. No matter how many 
times Monday re-wrote and replaced it in the book, she would always come back 
to find Floyd's corrections; 'Siks big devils from Japan kwikly forgot how to waltz.' 
Lovely. 

Floyd was not unhappy nor spiteful nor angry but for the first time he 
was happy and in love and loved back. The pair bought a pet bobolink named 
Kumquat and loved it too. 

"floyd have i told you that you can really get it on" 

¥ 

"I'm going to marry you one day" Floyd said as he cut out a construction 
paper heart for Monday, "I'm going to feed you kod and kouskous and shampagne 
all day. I'm going to sing you luI/abies when you're tired." Monday giggled and 
snatched his heart away from him. 

"prove it" 



Floyd stood up and handed his scissors to Monday. 

"Have I ever lied to you?" 
He left the house that day and walked out into the mist to buy his will be wife a 
choice cod dinner. Kumquat squawked twice as he left. 

Monday smiled at her reflection in the open scissors and began to dance. 
Jubilant jerks of happiness. Light flying off the shears and blinding her one turn at 
a time. 

"It's been a long time since I've had champagne." 

She twirled and twirled until the room weaved itself into an unending mess 
of colors and lights; blues, and greens, and yellows, and reds. Scissors engraving 
the air. Monday spun until dizziness took hold and the room wouldn't materialize 
back into its solid shapes and colors. She fell to her knees and watched all 
the startling red debase the floor. Monday dropped the scissors beside Floyd's 
unfinished heart project. Kumquat watched helpless in his cage. An icy wind blew 
in through the open window and sand landed in her open eyes. 

¥ 

Floyd and Kumquat buried Monday on a morning with fat raindrops. Yellow 
flowers grew on her grave. He would have cut off all of his limbs to be swallowed 
up by the freshly turned ground she was put in. 

After a brief moratorium on his depression, Floyd is unhappy again. Floyd 
now keeps a happiness survey next to his stack of red paper hearts, and vase of 
yellow flowers. It rates the average happiness of selected peoples and helps keep 
things in perspective for him. Lottery winners rated their happiness at a seven; 

paraplegics said six. Floyd is courting a three. 



I 

Katie Menzies 


Sarah took this class about The Effects of Porn, and she believes our eyes and 
minds have been diseased; we can no longer see women honestly. I know that 
have eyes that have been given to me, but I also have eyes that are new. When 
I look at you, I can feel that I'm looking at you with eyes that I have never used 
before. You are the most beautiful, but I can't tell you why because there is no 
language for these eyes 





Holly Day 

Wh!J This Could f)e Happening To Me 

When I was 19, my friends and I went camping 

by the power plants over San Onofre Beach. We walked 

all the way down to the ocean, the shoreline 

of smooth, round pebbles and fist-sized rocks 

and kept walking until the ocean was up 

past our hips 

and oh, the water at the base of those twin nuclear domes 

was so warm, it was like 

swimming in a bathtub 


There was this guy I fucked 
drunk blind behind a 7-11 dumpster, there was this guy 
I fucked 
in the bathroom at a party, my boyfriend 
on the other side of the closed door, there was this guy I fucked 
so accidentally it might not have happened, except that he kept calling me 
every single day afterwards 

My mother's house is full of photographs 

of women who died 


. way too young, my favorite 
is the one of the great-grandmother 
I never got to meet, such an angry, determined look 
in her eyes 
16 years old and so beautiful 
in her buttoned top and school uniform. 
I hear her symptoms 
Were a lot like mine. 
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Colin Partch 

How we separate about an aesthetic space. 

To fall over a sound defense, shatters of slats linked as knees 
Please be quiet now it's time- She couldn't get to the second floor 
but the zenith sets her pleasure, the more than I'm facetious to look for her dress 
ends down the firepath out of the film set. 

Everything is built of a reason; even the samurai red sound cushion have- the blood 
the body of an institution backed into, the tones of pyramid, the walls: 

"Not even cigars could burn this one down for the insurance-" 
And even could would be enough for the reeling steps back .. 
... "Such a modern step" ... 


.. . deft and off the balconyside. 


Take catching a robin unaware-
The masculine force of architecture can capture 

Imaging the arc of her, back 
Alighted in the twist-

In ligl)t of a suicide swan 
dive 

"You could get all that in a few firm clicks from Randomness." 
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If I only could at once devise outside the structure- we need hills to look upto. 
See down, semi-trodden 

Grey ray: letter: lapping fanned: twist of the knife 
Mouth a tool for 
Saliva. 

I'm never gonna ask her ... so may I just say now 
That I don't think a stutter can transfer over another 
Designed space, the place of my fleet in transit 

In fracture, my escape out the sidedoor ... 

Please be quiet now it's time-

Down the stairs and to the left 
You can see shine of the tiles from here 

In a beat it's miles from ear to ear. 



AARON FRISBIE 

I spent the summer working on the skiff in Les' backyard. I'd run out of 
work but Les kept me employed with a little fiberglass patching and with building a 

lumber rack. It should have been the on-season, I should have been priming boats 
for their initial launch of the year, but instead I was miles 'from the Marina working 
off two sawhorses in the middle of a field. 

We smoked like bad-asses, our cigarettes burning, dangling from our mouths, 
only occasionally puffing. It was wasteful the way we lit cigarette after cigarette and 

let each one burn on its own but it felt like rock and roll, the way a heavy-metal 
guitarist is too busy thrashing to notice the cigarette in his mouth. 

Les played guitar, and often we'd take lunch and he'd rip up some Stevie Ray 
Vaughn as I ate my turkey sandwich or sipped my coffee. He'd play his old home 
movies for me and teach me about his favorite musicians and their epic love lives. 

It was one night after pouring the cement in his garage, Les took a shower 

and I read the cards he had hanging on the wall near the window, that I realized 
that I wanted him to be my Dad. As I read the cards, from friends and relatives 
had not yet heard of, I felt a pang of regret for having not discovered Les sooner. 
I wanted to share in his memories and life, I wanted him to accept me as a son 
but at nineteen I was too old to be adopted, too old to be loved. 

When he came out of the shower I was sitting on the couch reading one of 
his Japanese woodworking magazines. Les considered himself a modern Inuit; he 
recognized that his ancestry came from Asia and he embraced both cultures as his 
own. He had learned a little Mandarin and more Japanese and often discussed the 
beauty of the Pacific and its people. Japanese girls are hot, he'd say. 

"Hey," Les said barefoot from the shower in a pair of brown Dockers and· an 

L.L. Bean flannel, "you want me to take you home now?" 
I didn't know how to say no. How do you tell a man that you love him 

without it coming out wrong? He would likely toss me. out on my ass without a 
chance to explain myself. I had to be smart; I had to put it all out there in one 

sentence. I'd been thinking for a while about how to say it, but as was often the 
case I had the most difficulty with the actual execution. The words came out right, 
more or less; I said what I wanted to say. 

"Man," I said, knowing that "dude" and "man" were key words when looking 
to soften the impact of a love confession, "you're a really good friend. I just 
thought you should know that I really appreciate the work and stuff." I could feel my 
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face warming. I so badly wanted to tell him and for him to accept me but didn't 
want to come off as weak or like some kind of leech. "I, you know," I said, 
"sometimes I think I'm closer to you than my own dad, you know? I mean, I 
am." 

The impact was immediate. Les swallowed and I could see that it was too 
much; he ran his hand through his short wet hair looking naked without his wire
rimmed eyeglasses. We had spent over a year working together in close quarters, 
two unattached men, and in that moment I knew that for him I was just a passing 

phase. It wouldn't be forever, he wouldn't always be my sponsor; I wouldn't always 
be his employee. Maybe it was how it was supposed to be, the SponsorlSponsee 
relationship, I hadn't read the M handbook but I was sure, like everything else 
there was probably a chapter on maintaining a professional relationship. 

Les said, "Yeah, man. You're a really good friend." 

He drove me home to my studio apartment. My dad was asleep when I 
came in, the heavy scent of pot still in the air. went into the kitchen, a room 
with a door and the ability to shut out the rest of the house, the only solace in 
living with a fifty-year-old stoner, and chain-smoked at the table. There were cards 
scattered about in the ash and the brown sticky circle of a knocked over and dried 
bubbler. I thought of Les's big drafty house with the hardwood floors and empty 
bedrooms. He had never been in my house. 

A bottle of Evan Williams was on the plywood counter with only the nearly 
clear last half-inch left. I stared at it for a few minutes, never once thinking of 
calling him, before bringing it to the table and enjoying its bite with a few drags of 
a cigarette. 

I felt nothing. Not regret, not buzzed. It was a harmless amount, not 
enough to set me back, not enough to do any damage. I didn't need more, not a 
drop more, but I placed the bottle to my lips and tilted back my head. Not a drop 

more. 

In the morning Les picked me up and took me to breakfast. I had over-easy 

eggs. with hash browns. Les ate scrambled egg whites with turkey and spinach.
I 

We both drank coffee and complained to each other about the restaurant's lack of 

real butter. 
"Who even eats margarine anymore?" I asked. 
"Old people," Les said, "if we keep eating at restaurants like this we'll 

become old, too." 
"Ack," I said, just like that, pronouncing the A and the K like I was in a 



Cathy strip. It made me feel stupid and feminine. 

Les sipped his coffee and flirted with the waitress when she brought him a 
refill, his head bouncing around like a bobble head on his neck. The woman was 
probably in her forties but looked older. 

~~Nothing like a beautiful woman pouring you a hot cup of coffee, I'll have to 

make this place my regular joint." He smiled like a golden retriever, his lips curling 
back at his teeth, his head still moving. 

"I hope you do," she said sounding more like a grandmother asking her 
grandchildren if they brushed their teeth than a woman reciprocating a pickup line. 

He smiled even wider as she turned away and widened his eyes at me like 
"what'dya think?" I winked and mouthed "nice." He had been single for many 

years, he had told me before about having been married to a Tlingit girl when he 
lived in Sitka and that she'd left him for another man and that had been when he 
was my age, some twenty years earlier. As far as I knew, he hadn't been with 
anyone but prostitutes since. 

Yes, I thought, nice. More than I wanted him to be my father I wanted him 
to be happy. It made me sad that he hadn't been in a good relationship, perhaps 
ever. He was a good man, strong and talented. He carved totems and jewelry 
just as well as he played guitar. He had big strong hands with the precision 
necessary for fast-picking and steady engraving. I wanted him to meet a woman 
and to be happy. 

Les laced his fingers together and then drew them apart. He moved his 
silverware about on the table, rearranging it in some fashion that made no logical 
sense to me, but the movements were exact jf not predetermined. 

"So, hOw's it going with the floor?" he asked. 
He had been there yesterday, I knew he knew how it had gone. 
"You saw it," I said. 
He set down his fork on the Formica tabletop and picked up his coffee. 
"But how long do you think it'll take for you to finish?" 
I shook my head and frowned. "I don't know, I might be able to get it done 

today. If it's set well enough I'll coat it and we can call it good." 
He sipped his coffee. "Looks like you're almost out of work," he said 

laughing. 
I hadn't expected this. Out of work? 
"Yeah," I said, "you don't have anything else you need me to do around the 

house? " 
"Nope," he said, his eyes turning to the waitress as she walked out of the 

kitchen and to another table. Two men sat at the table and said something that 



made the waitress laugh. She acted like a girl for them, a mother for us. 
"Where do you pick up girls?" Les asked, "I used to go to bars, sleep with 

my fellow junkies at parties. But now what do I do? Restaurants? The Library? 
Parks? " 

I laughed, picturing Les stalking around the park and getting the cops called on 
him. 

"Maybe cafes?" I said, "that way you can actually talk to the women. Or 
you could join a gym?" 

He looked down at his stomach and sighed. 
"No, dude," I said, "I mean because there's a lot've single ladies at the 

gym. I've never picked up a girl there but I know people who have. And there's 
always the Internet. Real people use it, not just hookers." 

Les nodded. 
"Yeah," he said. 

Although our conversation had turned, once we were back in the car I couldn't 
help but think about my job. Les was still talking about the internet, about friends 
of his who'd had success picking up girls and actually having real relationships with 
them but I wasn't listening. I stared at the smokeless ashtray in the cup holder. 
Les was the first person I knew to own one. It was smart, pragmatic, to have 
something in your car in which to dispose the burning embers of a cigarette. He 
was bright and tidy. He would periodically park next to a dumpster in a parking lot 
and empty out the plastic bottles and fast-food wrappers. When winter came he put 
on new windshield wiper~ and checked the tread on his tires. He had learned from 
his years. He may not have known how to pick up a woman but he knew how to 
live his own life. 

I went home earlier than usual that day, Les paid me from the trunk of his 
car and I thought about how we must have looked like we were doing a drug deal 
when a girl I knew passed on the other side of the street. I gave Les a hug 
when we were done. He hugged me back and his Bill Cosby sweater smelled like 
cigarettes and aftershave, one of my favorite smells, reminiscent of how my grandpa 
had smelled. 

"Okay," he said, pulling away, "pick you up for the meeting tonight?" 
~'Nah, I'll walk." 

I started drinking heavily after I dropped out of school. It was fun and 
amazing. Up until that point I had been a stoner, a stoner since eleven, and it 



had exaggerated my personality. I had become more closed off, more distant, more 
apathetic. Alcohol made me talkative. Because of alcohol I was finally able to: lose 

my virginity, finally able to talk to girls. I made new friends, smart creative friends 
and I went to parties every night. Things took a turn when I unintentionally tested 
my friendships when I came to a BYOB party without any alcohol. I was sober and 
in my sobriety I was alone. My new clever friends seemed pathetic in their attempts 
at love. What I thought were stable, cutting-edge adults were dorky children who 
wanted their mommies. 

I went to AA on my own, as a transition. Les owned a yacht his parents 
had given him and wanted help with it and was willing to help me out in the 
process. That had been it, a business transaction of a sort. 

"Hey, bud," my dad said when I came in, "got a lady coming over tonight. 
You wouldn't mind giving us a little room if I give the signal would you?" 

My dad hadn't worked in months and now I was out of work. 
"No," I said, "thought I'd take the bus and visit some friends in the city. 

So, I won't be here anyway." 
"Excellent," he said. 

I packed up a change of clothes and had my dad run across the street for a 
flask of whiskey. 

"I thought you weren't drinking," he said. 
"Moderation is key. " 
"Well, that's what I've been saying all along. Those damn steppers act like 

puritans." And then he smiled. "I thought I had left some whiskey in that bottle 
last night." 

The bus was nearly empty. I fantasized about a beautiful woman coming 
and sitting next to me but would have settled for at least someone interesting to 
watch. But everyone was quiet and sat by themselves. I traced my finger along 
the scratches in the window. "XIV" and "XIII." Anton hearts Lizzy. I had learned 
long before that most gang members were children or adults with the minds of 
children. It made me angry that they felt they had nowhere to turn but to gangs 
or the military. I had several 'friends in high school that had joined the Marines. 
was sure they were either dead or brainwashed. Supposedly after high school Tino 
had signed up and then when it came time for him to ship out to boot camp he 
had second thoughts. They had to come to his house and drag him into the car. 
I felt sorry for him, sorry that he had ever thought it would be a good idea in the 



first place. 

I thought about Tina and cracked the bottle. I wanted to be warm when I got 
to my friends' house, ready to socialize. 

The music in the party was quiet, barely audible over the laughter and 
conversation. There were several girls I had my eye on so I slowed my roll and 
turned to beer. My friend Gabe came up to me and hugged me. 

"Fucking man," he said, "where've you been?" 
"I love you, dude," I said. 
"Fuck, I love you, too." 
He hugged me harder and kissed me on the cheek. My cell phone buzzed 

in my pocket. Gabe had his arm over my shoulder. I squeezed the phone gently 
through my pants and it went silent. 

I woke up without a headache on a dusty brown couch. I was fortunate to 
have found the couch unoccupied, I fully expected to sleep on the bare floor. I 
called some friends but got no answers. It was still too early. I was accustomed 
to getting up before seven, a rarity in that social scene. 

I walked, in search of coffee and tried to put Les out of my head. There 
were several apartments for rent, even some houses. I started picturing myself in 
one of these houses. It could be easy, I could find work at a cafe or in some 
trade. Contractors always looked for cheap labor, painters or ditch diggers. I 
wouldn't have to see him, I could just leave, stop answering my calls. It was the 
best way. I had made a habit out of leaving jobs without a word and I didn't 
even have a job. I had a commitment to not drink, to go to meetings, but it 

wasn't a court order. 
I started thinking I could tell him to fuck off, that I didn't need him, that 

didn't even believe in his damn program, that I only went in the first place for a 
laugh. I thought I might even call him and tell him these things. I needed to start 
over. I would do it over again but this time I would have control. Not drinking 

had isolated me, the only person I saw was Les, that had been a mistake. 
The phone buzzed again in my pocket. It was Les. I watched it as the face 

lit up and his name read across the screen but didn't answer. It would be a warm 
day but it was early and my legs were cold and my stomach boiled. I needed to 
put something in it before I passed out or puked. But I needed to get this over 
with, I needed to put it behind me so I dialed back and prayed that he wouldn't 
answer. I could leave a message and that would be that. 

He answered on the second ring. 
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"Hey man," he said, "how's it going? What happened last night?" 

He sounded concerned but was also clearly reprimanding me. I wasn't 
comfortable with people speaking to me like this, like I had done them some wrong. 
It wasn't his place to speak to me like that. My dad had always said, "People 
have to earn your respect, and if they mess up, they lose it and they have to 
earn it back again." Les had lost my respect, he just wanted to find someone that 
would have sex with him and he couldn't even do that. He was a middle-aged 
child living off his father's success. He didn't know what it was like to sweat and 
bleed for rent money like I did. 

"Nothing," I said, "I just had other plans. Sorry to leave you hanging.'~ 

I said it with cynicism in ,my voice. I meant to say, 'too bad,' but apparently 
he didn't hear that in my voice. 

He said, "Hey man, it's cool. Just wanted to make sure you're doing alright. 
That you didn't get hurt or something." 

"No," I said, "I'm good. But, you know-." The words were hard for me to 

say, maybe harder than telling him I thought of him like a dad. I didn't want to 
say the words unless I was sure. I didn't want to hurt him for no reason. Maybe 
I was being rash. Maybe I was letting my emotions get the better of me. "It's 
just that," I said, "I think I'd be better off living in the city, you know, there's 
more work, and I have a lot of friends here and it'll just be better." 

"Cool," he said. It was a fast response. The words couldn't have really 
sunk in. But then he said: "I was thinking that might be good for you. Stretch 
your legs a bit and get away from your dad." 

"Yeah," I said with a fake chuckle, annoyed that he had mentioned my dad. 
"Oh man though, you know Trudie? Since you weren't there last night I 

ended up hanging out front with her for a bit, man, and she's one hot lady. She's 
into yoga and stuff and used to go to the same shows and shit. Man, I don't 
know but I think I got a shot. I mean, yoga poses and shit dude." 

He had already moved on. Breakfast had been his goodbye, I just hadn't 
noticed. I cemented it for him by not showing up to the meeting. I felt relieved 
in a way. I hadn't wanted it to be hard for him. I didn't want to have to defend 
myself as I had to my teachers and vice-principals throughout my adolescence. So 
it was good. 



I 
I caught the bus at the downtown depot. I would have little to move, just 

a couple bags that would easily go on the bus. It would be quick and easy. 
could change my life like that, on a whim. It made me feel independent and 
ascetic. I had been on that road many times. When I was young and my 
grandfather was still alive, when he would pick me up every Friday after school, 
we drove on that road one afternoon and at a certain spot, where the open fields 

closed into a tunnel of oaks, it was raining. As we got closer we could see the 
rain falling vertically like a curtain and we drove toward it and I thought at the time 
that we shouldn't, that we should stop the car and watch it because clearly it meant 
something about something. It was a moment that we could control and we should 
have looked at it and seen how long we could resist it. 
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